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Latest News:

Join our team / become a contributor:

The GIIR is looking for young professionals interested in joining our team or in publishing occasional
papers as external contributors. Publishing for the GIIR is open to recent graduates, researchers,
university professors, members of civil society, and individuals of the private sector that have deep
expertise in one of the areas of focus of the organization. 

If interested: contact@giir.ch

In July 2021 the GIIR added Ms. Esther Brito Ruiz, Mr. Giles Emmanuel Jacquet, Ms. Mathilda Castel
and Ms. Minee Roh as new members.
The GIIR also launched a video Q/A section where experts have the chance to talk about current
issues. The first video was related to Lethal Autonomous Weapons.

Latest Reports:

48th Regular Session Human Rights Council : The situation of Human
Rights in the Tigray region of Ethiopia

The Legal Aspects of the Right to a Safe Clean Healthy and Sustainable
Environment 

The situation in Ethiopia and Tigray is becoming more complicated every day.
Famine, detentions, aggressions, ethnic discrimination, and other issues show that
human rights are being disrupted in the region. The UN and the international
community are called upon to act in different ways, such as a ceasefire, to maintain
peace in the region.

The situation in Libya - Security Council, 8855th Meeting 

Millions of Libyans continue to face various difficulties within their nation. The
ongoing armed conflicts in the country prevent them from enjoying their rights and
accessing the most basic services. This Security Council discussion focused on
holding the upcoming presidential and parliamentary elections to give Libya a new
impetus to peace and stability.

The right to a healthy environment must be taken into account regarding the right
to life and other Human Rights. Today, we are experiencing severe crises such as
the laws of biodiversity, climate change, and a global health pandemic. Thus, the
international scene must act. States are the main actors to allow each citizen to
enjoy the right to a healthy environment.
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The European Integrated Modular Unmanned Ground System (IMUGS)
Project

Any feedback, questions or suggestions?
contact@giir.ch

Latest Publications:

Geneva Institute of International Relations

The Taliban takeover in Afghanistan - causes, effects, and regional
perspectives 

The use of Swarm Technology and the development of Counter
Unmanned Aerial Systems (C-UAS) by the United States military 

Nuclear Semiotics on the Asian Continent

After 20 years of military intervention, the withdrawal of US and Western forces led
to the collapse of the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan and the seizure of power in
Kabul by the Taliban. The pace at which the Taliban advanced in the country and at
which the Afghan government collapsed surprised many, but it could be expected
as the outcome of increasing political, security, and socioeconomic problems over
the last two decades.

The United States is currently developing swarms of unmanned systems for
offensive and defensive missions. The threat of swarms is also taken very seriously
by the U.S military as this technology could be a game-changer when it comes to
overwhelming enemy forces. Therefore, it is coming up with numerous defensive
strategies that aim to destroy, capture, or disable these systems.

Milrem Robotics, CC BY-SA 4.0
<https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0>, via Wikimedia

Commons

Nuclear Waste is not the only problem faced by Asian Nuclear Powers. While much
research and investment are going in nuclear waste storage sites towards the
containment of this waste, Asian Nuclear Powers also need to tackle the issue of
communicating their contents and the dangers of opening them to future
generations.

In order to deepen their defense cooperation and military integration and expand
their strategic autonomy, governments from the European Union have been, since
2018, working on the development of the integrated Modular Unmanned Ground
System (iMUGS), a new Unmanned Ground Vehicle. Estonia leads this project under
the framework of the Permanent Structured Cooperation (PESCO).

Foreign Terrorist Fighters (FTFs): Retribution to Restoration

Actors known as Foreign Terrorist Fighters (FTFs) are involved in crimes such as
terrorism and have been joining many armed conflicts worldwide.  There are many
reasons behind their desire to leave their countries and join non-state armed
groups and numerous issues that arise from their return to their countries of origin.
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